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Official as well as unofficial perceptions of “the Other” play a significant, yet often understudied role in transnational relations. Politicians and other public personalities are regularly associated with the countries they represent, sometimes even beyond their official functions. For example, Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme’s reaction to the US bombings of North Vietnam’s capital Hanoi in December 1972—above all, Palme’s so-called Christmas speech (jultalet)—caused many to view Sweden as a critic of the US and as a friend of the so-called Third World in the early 1970s. The transnational circulation of the image of Sweden as a wealthy Western country that nevertheless protested the East-West and North-South conflict patterns of the Cold War confirmed Sweden’s—and Palme’s—significance by virtue of the very asymmetry between the superpower, the United States, and this small neutral country in northern Europe. In this context, the image of Sweden as well as the public persona of Palme merged and became a Swedish asset in the “cultural Cold War” that unfolded in the shadow of global East-West and North-South tension.¹

That US-Swedish diplomatic relations were strained during Palme’s first years in office (1969–1973) is well known,² but the further development of US views of Sweden from the contentious year of 1973 to the assassination of Palme in 1986 has not yet been studied systematically.³ Previous research shows that the transnational circulation of these images of Sweden have been consciously used and mutually constitutive, but also somewhat exaggerated with regard to actual policy influence
abroad. Yet the often cited exemplarity of Sweden among progressive countries worldwide—due to its Third World solidarity abroad as well as its social policies at home—also made it the subject of an admittedly marginal, but vocal genre of diagnosis and criticism, first from conservatives, later from liberals, that can be termed “Sweden-bashing.” Key themes in this genre include allegedly totalitarian tendencies in the Swedish welfare state as well as a supposedly anti-Western bias in Swedish Cold War neutrality.

While these originally distinctively American themes were received with considerable skepticism on the part of Swedish conservatives in the early 1970s, they were gradually picked up in the increasingly critical discussions of the Swedish welfare state that unfolded during the early 1980s. This “shift to the right,” as it has been termed, coincided with a general reconceptualization of Swedish self-identity as well as foreign images of Sweden in decidedly political ways, underscoring how originally distant actors, marginal discourses and random events may be amplified through transnational circulation of ideas and images. While this shift certainly tied in with rising neoliberalism internationally, it has also been analyzed as part of a more specific trend in the Swedish intellectual climate, as an ideological development within the Moderate Party, as a counter-strategy of various organized business interests against the radical left of the 1970s, and as a purposive elite strategy of political communication. The shift has thus primarily been understood in terms of propaganda, partisan reinforcement, and evaluations of the state of the Swedish economy.

However, recent advances in the theory of political communication have emphasized the long-term effects of cognitive, agenda-setting, and persuasion effects for ideological change and political communication generally, especially in the context of globalizing media. As such, global opinion on Sweden was evidently deemed important enough for the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) to keep track of it. Beginning in 1968, the press office at the Swedish MFA began compiling annual reports on foreign press coverage of Sweden. Officially, this was done in response to the greater international interest in the country. These compilations were not intended to be comprehensive, but aimed to identify the most significant trends in the image of Sweden abroad. Using this official Swedish tracking of international ideas and images of Sweden, this article in particular examines the largely unofficial Sweden-bashing in the United States as it appeared from the horizon of Swedish public diplomats. As such, the documents reflect official Swedish concerns about the country’s reputation abroad and provide a unique probe into “published opinion” about Sweden during the second half of the Cold War.
“False” Neutrality? Sweden between East and West, North and South

No political figure in the Western world was more critical of President Nixon’s decision to resume the bombing of North Viet Nam than Sweden’s Prime Minister Olof Palme.


In an emotional speech in December 1972, Palme compared the US aerial attacks on Hanoi and Haiphong to the past atrocities of “Guernica, Oradour, Babi Yar, Katyn, Lidice, Sharpeville, Treblinka.” US President Richard Nixon, long annoyed by Sweden’s criticism, reacted sharply, limiting diplomatic contact for the coming years. While Palme’s statement appeared exaggerated and unjust to wide segments of the US public, it also resonated well with a growing American discontent with the ongoing war, especially after the release of the Pentagon Papers in June 1971. First, it came from a country that at the time was often thought of as more American than America itself—more liberally American, that is. Second, it was voiced by a person with a long-standing personal relationship with the US and a particularly strong interest in American politics since Palme’s formative studies and travels in the US in 1947-48—experiences that are often said to have set Palme in favor of “democratic socialism.” Palme’s statement was also in keeping with the recently adopted Swedish foreign policy doctrine of “active neutrality.” Here, Sweden emerged as a vocal and critical neutral, while its prime minister became internationally known as a representative of small states around the world, straddling the global tensions of the East-West conflict as well as the emerging North-South conflict.

This activism also generated an unprecedented amount of attention to Sweden in general and its foreign policy in particular during the following year. Palme repeatedly explained that his criticism simply conveyed Swedish public opinion and that Swedish neutrality had never implied silence. US observers such as The Washington Post for their part agreed in a sense, assuming in September 1973 that the Social Democrats’ loss of ground in the recent Swedish elections would entice Palme to increasingly turn his attention to international issues, claiming that “[t]his would cost little at home and could divert attention from domestic affairs.” More ominously, however, “[i]t could tilt Scandinavia towards the Soviet bloc.”

In view of this prospect, US conservative columnists often reminded their readers of Swedish “false” neutrality during World War II, especially the transit of German troops and trade with Hitler’s Germany. While Swedish active neutrality in fact implied criticism of both sides in the Cold War—Palme called the communist leadership of Czechoslovakia “creatures of dictatorship” and the Spanish Franco
regime “Satanic murderers” in 1975—more moderate US observers were also taken
aback by Swedish support for the Spanish Social Democrats. The New York Times, for
example, viewed it as interference in domestic affairs, noting that “Sweden’s Prime
Minister is now contributing money to Spanish opposition groups; he would cry havoc
if the Shah of Iran or somebody were to help finance anti-Socialist activities in
Sweden.”

In an effort to capitalize on the improved official relations amidst lingering
negative press, Palme made a surprise unofficial visit to New York in autumn 1975,
giving several interviews primarily on Swedish positions on international issues, not
least for conservative and business-oriented news outlets, including the Chicago
Tribune and Business Week. The visit allowed Palme to provide a more nuanced image
of Swedish foreign policy in US media. At the same time, however, US news outlets
increasingly shifted their attention to domestic Swedish affairs.

“The Rich and Unhappy Swedes—What’s Troubling Them?”

The cliché about Sweden is that she has the world’s highest
standard of living, income levels almost as high as the
United States, an unparalleled system of social-welfare
benefits and pretty girls. The unanswered question is
whether the Swedes are happy.

—Alvin Shuster, “Behind Swedish Vote: Discontent”

Since Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita was considered a relatively accurate
measure of societal success as well as individual satisfaction with life at the time,
Sweden’s surpassing the US in this regard in July 1973 became international headline
news. Undoubtedly economically well-off, US observers began to ask, “The rich and
unhappy Swedes—What’s troubling them?” The answer was relatively straightforward: a wealthy and secure, if highly taxed and heavily regulated society led
to what seemed a rather boring social life. But why would this disturb anyone else but
the Swedes? US concern with Sweden was motivated, journalist Jack Star noted in his
generally positive interview with Palme for Intellectual Digest in April 1973, as “the
Sweden of yesterday is in many places the world of today.”

US conservatives shivered at this thought, and that same month, First Monday,
a Republican publication, provided its readers with an alarming report on the power
and influence of the state in Sweden, arguing that “[t]he Swedish experience”
demonstrated the “wisdom of president Nixon’s determined effort to get Big
Government off the backs and out of the pockets of the average American
taxpayer.” Earlier views of Sweden as the promised land of lax legislation on
pornography and sexual license so popular during the 1960s no longer seemed to whip
up conservative resentment but rather to fan mild bemusement. Instead, conservative critics now identified Swedish society as predominantly “collectivistic,” somehow destructive to spiritual liberty. Press officers at the Swedish MFA commented drily that “This may not be a correct and objective description of today's Sweden, but it is a serious reminder for the decision-makers’ planning of post-industrial society.” If the Swedish welfare state did not make its inhabitants “happy,” what would?

As the Swedish economy and quality of life appeared solid enough, US critics soon honed in on the possibly utopian quest of improving happiness in general, and the explicit ambition of the Swedish government in strengthening economic democracy and improving labor conditions more specifically. First, because Volvo and Saab-Scania were expanding on the US market at the time, experiments with workers’ self-organization in these corporations caught American attention. Second, a 1976 OECD report praising Swedish efforts at keeping unemployment low while controlling inflation amidst an international economic downturn proved particularly important in this regard. Third, wage-earners funds as suggested by prominent trade union economists in Sweden sparked US interest.

While these themes had been familiar to conservative Americans since the 1950s, a more ingenious and decidedly novel form of “Sweden-bashing” emerged on the right at the same time: Swedish left-wingers had long criticized Swedish social democracy for protecting the country's “closet capitalists” and for its alleged hypocrisy in not embracing socialism fully. Beginning in the mid-1970s, this originally leftist critique was frequently picked up by US conservative welfare state skeptics. For example, in March 1975, the highly regarded quality magazine Worldview, funded by the Carnegie Council, published a lengthy article entitled “Sweden Inc. The Total Institution,” written by a certain R. H. Weber. The author, presented as “an American lawyer and writer who has lived for several years in Sweden,” explicitly proclaimed Sweden a “corporatist” state, asking inconclusively but suggestively whether the country represented a sort of “Fascism with a human face?”

This theme was also picked up by a fringe political movement of US origin that had recently established itself in Sweden, the European Labor Committees (ELC). While the ELC initially presented itself as a radical left-wing movement which only later turned to right-wing extreme positions, the Swedish left as well as Swedish media more generally viewed the organization as part of a CIA-sponsored PSYOP operation for slandering Palme and Sweden. Whether or not these allegations can be proven, it is evident that this organization had considerable resources and made inordinate efforts specifically targeting Sweden and Palme, despite its stated goal of operating across all of Western Europe. As a consequence, the ELC as well as the ELC-linked political party Europeiska Arbetarpartiet (EAP) attracted the interest of the Swedish security services.

However, two entirely unexpected and apparently unpremeditated events during the election year 1976 contributed the medial tension necessary for adding the
drama and necessary human touch to this longstanding but rather abstract US criticism of Sweden: the Bergman and Lindgren affair. In spring 1976, internationally acclaimed film and theater director Ingmar Bergman was accused of tax evasion. Simultaneously, well-known children’s book author Astrid Lindgren faced an income tax bill of 102 percent. Lindgren protested by publishing a satirical “saga” in main Swedish dailies. Bergman, for his part, published an “open letter” where he declared his intent to leave Sweden, which in turn caused Palme to publicly ask Bergman to stay. Two high-profile cultural personalities had used their verbal power and international fame to criticize Swedish tax policy, and both texts were translated and reprinted in full in The New York Times, among other US newspapers.42

These events had all the dramatic details of a “good story.” For example, actress Bibi Andersson, also under investigation for tax crime, was cited in Newsweek as having stated that police “started to act like Nazis,” claiming they “locked her in a cell, denied her the right to call her lawyer and even refused to allow her to phone her small daughter at home.”43 Newsweek speculated that Swedish cultural personalities may begin a “mass exodus,” while Time Magazine used the Bergman affair as the point of departure for a high-profiled report on Sweden entitled “Sweden’s surrealistic socialism.” Both articles, published a few months before the upcoming elections in 1976 (which eventually resulted in the first electoral loss for the social democrats in 44 years), conveyed the impression that Sweden might be a utopia with regard to the social welfare of its citizens, yet it also harbored a “dark side” of surveillance and lack of respect for individual rights.44 While the US did not provide an official statement on the shift of government in Sweden, it was widely assumed in the US press that the Ford administration was satisfied with Palme leaving office, since for years the main US criticism directed at Sweden had concerned Palme’s and Sweden’s allegedly “false” neutrality.45

“Clouds of Doubt Over Sweden’s Garden of Eden”

After these years of intense publicity about Sweden in the US, the press officers at the Swedish MFA tasked with keeping track of foreign opinion of Sweden registered a relative decline as well as a degree of normalization in US reporting on Sweden from 1976 to 1980.46 In response to the 1980 Swedish referendum on nuclear power, labor market conflict and economic difficulties, US reporting picked up. US interest also focused on neutral Sweden’s technology transfers to Libya and the Soviet Union as well as its attempts to sell the Saab 37 Viggen combat aircraft to four NATO countries. In the US, these reports contrasted with the largely positive view among US liberals on Sweden as a champion of disarmament.

On a more positive note, however, the MFA press officials also observed that the view of Sweden as a “model country, a social example, Utopia realized” had become more “realistic,” also in the US press.47 Exaggerations in either positive or negative directions were becoming less prevalent. Vitriolic attacks against Sweden
were mostly to be found in the Chilean and South African press, but less so in respectable US conservative publications. Simultaneously, much publicity connected to Sweden was directed at inoffensive phenomena or famous people: the Nobel Prize ceremonies, ABBA, Ingmar Bergman, Björn Borg and Ingemar Stenmark. The massive US reporting on a Soviet submarine running aground on the south coast of Sweden in 1981 contrasted with the relative decline of other reporting on Swedish themes in the preceding years.48

The decline of negative publicity about Sweden in the US came to an end shortly after the Social Democrats returned to power in 1982.49 However, with few exceptions, it was now Sweden's internal conditions and its domestic policies that attracted US attention,50 in particular issues of racism and rising xenophobia. Previously depicted as idyllic, Sweden now experienced what the international press dubbed “racial disturbances” as Swedish greasers or rockers (raggare) clashed with “immigrants.” US conservatives remarked ironically that Sweden had not proven itself immune to racism.51

Racism in contemporary Sweden had occasionally been reported before in international media. For example, the South African press had long hurled rather exaggerated, if not entirely unwarranted criticism at Sweden for its (earlier) discriminatory policies toward the Roma and the Saami.52 A novelty was the critical outlook on historical Swedish racism. In December 1984 and January 1985, international news outlets reported on pre-war research on “racial biology” as well as exclusionary post-war policies directed at ethnic minorities. Two researchers at Lund University, Richard Sotto and David Weston, had recently come across a collection of skulls at the same university. In an interview with journalist Birgitta Rubin of Dagens Nyheter, the two researchers provided a wide-ranging overview of past Swedish racism—harking back to Carl Linnaeus—as well as more recent discriminatory policies of the Swedish welfare state, including sterilizations and restrictive immigration policies during World War II.53

Given contemporary Sweden’s reputation as a model society, this scoop on historical injustices was widely connected with the present-day welfare state through guilt by association. The New York Times, otherwise rather favorable to the Swedish welfare state, commented sarcastically that “Clouds of Doubt” were now gathering “Over Sweden’s Garden of Eden.” Weston was cited as saying “[t]hat Sweden should be constantly pointing at other peoples’ racism and hiding its own is a fact that can only be interpreted in the worst possible way.”54

These revelations happened to coincide with a persistent and at times quite intensive international press campaign of criticism against the Swedish welfare state. While the concrete accusations in themselves originated with a rather small number of articles and news items, primarily on child custody and computerization of the welfare state, they soon expanded into a broader genre of criticism of Swedish society as they were picked up by news bureaus, press services, and through syndicated columns.55 This episode also illustrates the difficulty in establishing a strict separation between
“American” and “international” publicity about Sweden, a blurring that the press officers at the Swedish MFA were acutely aware of. First, several of the key international news agencies were owned by US business interests at the time. Second, any event or scoop that made headline news in the US soon made it to global media as well. Third, main US press outlets, such as *The New York Times*, *The Wall Street Journal*, *The Washington Post*, and—above all—the *International Herald Tribune*—deliberately sought to target an “international” audience. From the point of view of Swedish public diplomacy, it was worrisome that the increasingly negative press coverage again spread from fringe publications on the extreme right, such as the ELC, to respected news outlets across the world.

**“True” Socialism? Social Democracy between Capital and Labor**

This development also reflected the growing presence of various anti-communist networks not only in the West more generally, but specifically among the neutral, pivotal states of Europe. Here, the sometimes shrill criticism of the Swedish welfare state played a strategic discursive role in Cold War political communication.66 Reflecting on this development, Gösta Grassman, a press officer at the Swedish MFA, noted that these writings amounted to a new genre of “Sweden publicity” abroad. He termed this genre “the 1984 reports” due to its discursive connection between actually existing Sweden and the totalitarian society depicted in George Orwell’s dystopian novel *Nineteen Eighty-Four*. In this reporting, the earlier assumption that the Swedish welfare state presented a specifically Swedish type of “corporatism” that in turn served as a covert form of capitalism had now been reversed into the allegation that the welfare state served as a cover for what truly amounted to socialism. The main point of the 1984 reports, Grassman observed, was to shock by reimagining a democratic, egalitarian, and prosperous Western society as “totalitarian.”67

Four themes were particularly prominent in this reporting: the perceived lack of and tolerance extended to pluralism; a sense of a bleak future in the face of welfare state ennui; the chillingly impersonal efficiency of bureaucracy; and—last but not least—the Swedes’ allegedly unflattering loyalty to the “state.”68 Some supposedly significant scandals and subsequent statements by Swedish authors served as convenient pitchers for the 1984 reports in international media.69 While Grassman located this shift in foreign media, above all in the US and in the west-European press more generally, the 1984 reports found their way to the Swedish press as well. In particular, Swedish dailies such as the liberal *Expressen* and conservative *Svenska Dagbladet* ran specials on the demise of the Swedish model, while the liberal *Dagens Nyheter* hosted a high-profile debate on the question “Is Sweden Totalitarian?” in summer and autumn 1982.70

In the almost existential discussion on the character of Swedish society, politics and public life that ensued, it became increasingly difficult to distinguish the foreign reporting on Sweden and the Swedish debate on Sweden from the Swedish discussion
of the image of Sweden abroad. While these texts can be viewed as examples of legitimate international journalism or political debate in Sweden itself, they were often blown out of proportion during the autumn of 1983, both in foreign reporting on Sweden and in the Swedish reception of foreign reporting on Sweden. The amplifying, if not outright distorting, effect of transnational circulation evidently worried the Swedish MFA, which, according to The New York Times, “called in the foreign press corps of about 150 correspondents for a lecture on their supposedly less-than-objective articles about Sweden.” Predictably, this strategy backfired as the journalists felt curtailed.61

In another attempt by Swedish officials to “correct” the admittedly rather exaggerated images proliferating abroad, Carl Lidbom, the Swedish ambassador to France and a former Social Democratic cabinet member, wrote an open letter to Swedish author Lars Gustafsson. In an interview with a French newspaper, Gustafsson had declared his intent to leave the country due to his discomfort with Swedish bureaucracy and the rhetoric of social democracy, which in his opinion had an “aftertaste of timid fascism and vague totalitarianism.” In his letter, Lidbom ironically asked whether Gustafsson feared for his life in Sweden, while Gustafsson had complained about what he perceived as a rather limited climate for debate in that country.62

In response to this somewhat perplexing intra-Swedish quarrel on the image of Sweden abroad, The New York Times’ reporter John Vinocur remarked, “[a] visitor to Stockholm, in truth, does not often confront Orwell’s universe.”63 Others were less forgiving. Forbes, for example, described under the Hayek-inspired title “The road to serfdom” how the trade unions would gradually absorb all Swedish private businesses through wage earner funds, while Palme was accused of wanting to turn Sweden truly “socialist,” supposedly against the will of most Swedes.64 One of the most influential US journalists at the time, TV commentator and syndicated columnist George Will, often returned to the 1984 theme in his frequently negative comments on Sweden and Palme.65

This negative press in the US was taken seriously in Swedish official circles—as is evident from the official Swedish counter-reaction—mostly because it was expected to, and indeed did, affect the level of negative reporting on domestic affairs in Swedish media.66 One response was denial. In January 1984, Sweden’s ambassador in Washington, Wilhelm Wachtmeister, claimed that Sweden enjoyed mostly positive press in the US.67 However, Wachtmeister’s views were partially contradicted by the MFA’s press clippings that the ambassador referred to in support of his own statement.68

Soon the often highly abstract image of Sweden as a “real life 1984” was replaced by more concrete references to Sweden as a high tax surveillance society, troubled by submarine intrusions.69 Interestingly, the renewed relevance of NATO’s “Northern Flank” which was widely noted in the US security community and reflected in the so-called Maritime Strategy of the US Navy, did not render Swedish security
 initiatives the attention, either positive or negative, they so often had attracted in the past, in sharp contrast with the 1970s. With the assassination of Palme in February 1986, Sweden became the focus of global media in an unprecedented way. Over 1000 journalists gathered in early March 1986 to write about Sweden, Palme, the assassination, the murder investigation, and the funeral ceremony. Now Swedish society was no longer described as either utopian or dystopian in the US. It appeared, rather, as one society among others, with social and economic problems resembling those of other countries.

While Swedish right-wing extremists had followed and even outpaced their US counterparts in their hatred of Palme, Palme’s disappearance from the political scene led to an increasing interest in the more generally phrased Sweden-bashing prevalent among US conservatives but previously rare within the Swedish right. Now, views of Sweden as somehow falsely neutral, under internal surveillance, overly regulated, vaguely totalitarian and truly socialist were increasingly circulated among Swedish conservatives as well as the marginal but growing ranks of Swedish neoliberals.

Conclusion

As genres, and with regard to standard content and familiar tropes, US Sweden-bashing and Swedish criticism of the welfare state gradually merged, unified by three common traits: hatred of Palme, accusations of pro-Sovietism, and alleged totalitarianism in Sweden. Typical themes were that Western social democratic political leaders of the West, including Palme, willingly or unwillingly served as Soviet influence agents; that disarmament initiatives only benefitted Soviet interests; and that totalitarian tendencies in the modern welfare state served to either prepare for outright Soviet takeover or for severing the Cold War defensive alliance between an increasingly “socialist” Europe and “liberal” America.

In the highly charged political climate of the Cold War, the image of an alternative social order that did not always play by the established rules of superpower conflict became a “conceptual irritant” to observers both left and right. Neither fish nor fowl—neither thoroughly socialist nor fully capitalist—Sweden exemplified such an alternative to progressives worldwide. Hence, it also attracted critical attention from the New Left as well as flak from the Old Right. Throughout the period under study, it is primarily this specifically Swedish combination of economic prowess and supposedly socialist foreign and domestic politics that continuously drove both positive US attention and negative US criticism. However, this discourse largely failed to gain a popular touch and critical edge as long as it was primarily concerned with general social phenomena such as health, happiness, and wealth, where alarmist media reports were continuously contradicted by international rankings where Sweden sometimes bypassed the US in terms of living standard. It was only when the negative reporting could be illustrated with personal fates of well-known figures that it became persistent and seemingly irrefutable. Sweden-bashing thus emerges as a
shape-shifting, trans-boundary phenomenon in itself, resulting from the transnational circulation and intermingling of images in the interface between different transnational contexts.

In this exchange of images and ideas, US audiences and media actors played a significant role in the shift from the largely utopian image of Swedish model of the 1960s to the more dystopian image of a welfare state in decline or excess that emerged in global public opinion during the 1980s. During the Cold War, the US press not only served as an entry point for emerging global opinion. US media was also part of the global culture and information wars that trailed superpower conflict. Not only politicians, but also intelligence services sought to affect news flow, news reporting, and, ultimately, worldviews.

By “kidnapping” the left-wing criticism of Swedish social democracy and the Swedish welfare state as a covert form of capitalism, conservative critics—one of the earliest being R. H. Weber’s 1975 text cited above—could find a rhetorical entry point for attacking Swedish domestic and foreign policies. This originally leftist charge could be used as a kind of Trojan horse for right-wing criticism of Sweden, both from the US and from entrenched conservatives in Sweden itself. As marginal as these voices initially were, these themes gradually proliferated in mainstream foreign media reporting on Sweden in the early 1980s. Hence, despite its rather loose connection with factual reporting on actual social or other problems in Sweden, this negative view as expressed in, for example, the so-called 1984 reports evolved into a political reality that both critics and friends of the Swedish welfare state and its primary architects, the Swedish social democrats, had to relate to. This critical image of Sweden abroad then migrated into domestic criticism of the welfare state, where it has since proved remarkably resilient, despite considerable welfare state restructuring in response to economic crisis from the early 1990s onward.

Today, these negative images continue to enjoy a modest global circulation among conservative critics of the welfare state, alongside the mostly positive images of Sweden that dominate mainstream media, though they perhaps play a more important role in contemporary Swedish debate than in the US context where they originated. This resilience underscores a particular aspect of political communication in the age of globalization. Through the prism of foreign reports, marginal actors as well as random public events may achieve a disproportionate influence. For example, domestic critics and dissidents may deliberately use transnational exchange and reflection as a means for amplifying their own societal diagnosis, as recently demonstrated by the eager adaption by Swedish right-wing extremist websites of speculative international media reporting on Swedish immigration and integration. Also, such views may, if sufficiently widespread abroad, crystallize into remarkably consistent elements of international xeno-stereotypes and—through cross-border circulation—national auto-stereotypes.

However, the genre of Sweden-bashing would not have had the impact it had if it did not fulfill a rhetorical role in the context where it emerged, the United States,
where transnationally circulated images of the Other could be used as a means for promoting a particular political or social agenda but also more broadly, for the formation of competitive identity, collective memory, and historical consciousness across national borders. Transnational circulation added staying power to the genre of Sweden-bashing, both at home and abroad.
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